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Overview of COVID-19 conversation

As the pandemic reached global proportions in the last weeks, we saw a spike in conversations
on every channel. This trend has now stabilized, and we have even noticed a drop in overall
mentions of COVID-19 over the last 7 seven days. Are people over Coronavirus news?
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What are the themes of COVID-19 conversation?
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What are the themes of COVID-19 conversation?
Industry Insights: What types of vacations are people discussing?
Summer is typically a time when families can go on vacations to various locations, but
how will this behavior be affected by the pandemic? Looking at vacation
conversations we can start to understand what types of trips might be planned for this
summer.
The number one conversation around vacations is around cities, however this
conversation is mainly focused on leaving cities. People are looking for ways that they
can safely leave cities, which currently have the highest concentrations of positive
infections. Cities have some of the lowest sentiment, as people are discouraged to
travel to cities, and people do not feel comfortable traveling cities when they do not
have to.
There are large conversations around vacations that can involve social distancing.
Beach, island, camping and lake vacations have significant conversations over the
past month. Additionally, these conversations are mostly positive. It seems as though
people are willing to travel if they can maintain social distance.
The three types of trips that have the highest net sentiment are around mountains,
road trips and camping, which inherently require a degree of social distancing. It
seems as if people are willing to travel, but in scenarios where safety can be
maintained. As discussed in previous newsletters, it also seems that it is important to
consumers to travel by car.
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What articles are trending around COVID-19 in North America?
Trending Articles in North America
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Hong Kong Mother's Day Pr...

Cannabis impediría la entr...

Authorities denied an application for the
protest a few days ago, citing concerns
over coronavirus. The city wa...

...la entrada del virus responsable de la
COVID-19 al cuerpo humano.
Investigadores de Canadá publicaron su...

10/05/20 1:19 AM | United States

09/05/20 2:32 PM | Mexico

6/10

6/10

China Asked The WHO To H...

One day after reopening, ice...

...both coronavirus cases and deaths in its
outbreaks in Wuhan and elsewhere.
(RELATED: Democratic Witness...

Download the free Boston 25 News app
for up-to-the-minute push alerts>>
Complete local and national coron...

09/05/20 3:47 PM | United States

09/05/20 9:37 PM | United States

6/10

6/10

Kudlow On Obama COVID-1...

How Trump and the CDC Fa...

...Donald Trump’s record on fighting the
coronavirus, noting his administration has
created “a massive health...

...markers of the novel coronavirus, and a
third meant to rule out other known
coronaviruses. But when state ...

10/05/20 1:18 PM | United States

10/05/20 8:00 AM | United States
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What articles are trending around COVID-19 in South America?

Trending Articles in South America
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Bolsonaro troca churrasco ...

Bolsonaro passeia de jet sk...

...combate ao coronavírus decretadas pelo
governador Ibaneis Rocha (MDB). A
questionou oficialmente o GDF e...

...avanço do novo coronavírus, o
presidente continua menosprezando a
gravidade da doença. Após se referir ...

09/05/20 12:14 PM | Brazil

09/05/20 5:35 PM | Brazil
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Bolsonaro nega churrasco ...

son defectuosos los tests r...

O Brasil é o sexto país com maior número
de óbitos pela covid-19, segundo
levantamento da universidade Johns...

...para monitorear la circulación del nuevo
coronavirus que aconsejaron comprar las
autoridades sanitarias na...

09/05/20 3:32 PM | Brazil

10/05/20 1:12 AM | Argentina

5/10

5/10

Pobladores de Ica queman ...

Bolsonaro anda de jet ski n...

...instalación de un albergue para
pacientes con coronavirus dentro de la
institución educativa Coprodeli – Sa...

...10 mil mortes em decorrência do novo
coronavírus, o presidente (sem partido)
apareceu em imagens anda...

09/05/20 12:07 PM | Peru

08/05/20 4:37 PM | Brazil
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What articles are trending around COVID-19 in Europe?

Trending Articles in Europe

8/10
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Germany infection rate rises as ...

Germany infection rate rises as ...

Coronavirus infections are rising in Germany, official data
shows, just days after the...

Coronavirus infections are rising in Germany, official data
shows, just days after the...

10/05/20 6:22 AM | United Kingdom

10/05/20 5:47 AM | United Kingdom

7/10

6/10

Coronavirus CAN enter the body ...

Boris Johnson speech: PM unveils ...

...infections. Scientists say that the coronavirus which
causes COVID-19 enters the body through the ACE-2
receptor, which the ... with SARS, which is al...

...could not work from home should return to the
workplace - but avoid public transport. He said a new
Covid Alert System with ... big ifs." He said those...

10/05/20 9:29 AM | United Kingdom

10/05/20 12:49 PM | United Kingdom
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Boris Johnson setting out plans for...

Silvia Romano torna in Italia: 18 ...

A further 269 people have died in the UK after testing
positive for coronavirus, taking the total number of
deaths... But Prof Mark Woolhouse, who is on ...

...speciale compatibile con il regime di lockdown in una
città ancora nella bufera per il Covid-19. E anche Fano
farà festa a Silvia: Massimo Seri, sindaco d...

10/05/20 1:40 PM | United Kingdom

10/05/20 4:30 AM | Italy
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Which articles are trending about COVID-19 in APAC?
Trending Articles in Asia

5/10

4/10

Almost all POGOs have unpaid ta...

Conditional MCO extended for an...

...bureau’s new requirements.” For more news about the novel
coronavirus click here.What you need to know about Coronavirus.
For more information on COVID-19, call the...

This will be the fifth time that the government has decided to
extend the MCO. The MCO was first enforced on March 18 for a
two-week period after a spike of Covid-19 cases i...

10/05/20 12:36 AM | Philippines

10/05/20 2:02 AM | Malaysia

4/10

4/10

Rupee slips 16 paise to 75.70 aga...

Hundreds gather in Hong Kong ma...

70 against the US dollar in opening trade on Monday as rising
coronavirus cases in the country weighed on investor ... concerned
about the impact of spiking coronavirus case...

...pro-democracy movement, but mass arrests and the coronavirus
pandemic ushered in a period of calm in recent months. But with
Hong Kong successfully flattening its curv...

11/05/20 2:13 AM | India

10/05/20 9:20 AM | Qatar

4/10

4/10

Don’t stand so close to me

Toni Gonzaga returns to hosting ...

...smartphone. Other ideas emerged in response to covid-19.
Besides hand sanitiser at the entrance and touch-free doors, an...

...have fresh episodes every Sunday featuring feel-good and
inspiring stories amid the COVID-19 pandemic. “The show started
nung nakakuha ako ng text mula kay Mico del ...

07/05/20 11:04 AM | Hong Kong

10/05/20 6:28 AM | Philippines
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Trending Articles in Middle East & Africa

6/10

4/10

Covid-19 Bill - Cracher dans la ru...

Cyril Ramaphosa | Life will return to...

...interdit de cracher dans l'espace public. Le Covid-19 Bill, qui sera
présenté au Parlement ce mercredi, fait provision pour...

...it before Covid-19 2020-05-11 08:42 We must be prepared for a
new reality in which the fight against Covid-19 becomes part ... the
coronavirus among us for a year or eve...

09/05/20 10:33 PM | Egypt

11/05/20 12:00 AM | South Africa

4/10

4/10

Hundreds gather in Hong Kong ma...

Chad takes delivery of Madagasca...

...pro-democracy movement, but mass arrests and the coronavirus
pandemic ushered in a period of calm in recent months. But with
Hong Kong successfully flattening its curv...

“With respect to CovidOrganics, Madagascar is with his African
brothers to heal and save lives. Our duty ... May 9. PHOTOS:
LASEMA rescues suspected COVID-19 patient on s...

10/05/20 9:20 AM | Qatar

10/05/20 9:12 AM | Nigeria

4/10

4/10

Cutting class: North West man in...

Galatasaray'ı yıkan gelişme! "Bu...

On 30 April, the Department of Basic Education said at least 962
schools across the country had been vandalised and robbed since
the start of the national Covid-19 lockdown....

...Türkiye'de de ligler iptal olmuştu. Hayatın normal akışını büyük
ölçüde etkileyen Covid-19 salgınından en çok etkilenen kulüplerden
biri de Galatasaray olmuştu. Sarı-kırmızı...

11/05/20 1:17 AM | South Africa

11/05/20 2:44 AM | Turkey
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